
DON’T MAKE  
YOUR 

CUSTOMERS WAIT
YOU NEED TO KNOW WHO YOU’RE LETTING IN. 

YOUR CUSTOMERS NEED TO FEEL SAFE. 
WITH NIGHTKEY MINI AT THE DOOR, YOU’RE 

ALWAYS IN CONTROL.

When you run a hospitality venue, security is always top of When you run a hospitality venue, security is always top of 

mind. And keeping track of who you let in has never been more mind. And keeping track of who you let in has never been more 

important—or more time consuming. important—or more time consuming. 

NightKey Mini makes it quick and easy to verify and manage NightKey Mini makes it quick and easy to verify and manage 

identity data. Give your customers peace of mind by ensuring a safe identity data. Give your customers peace of mind by ensuring a safe 

environment and putting them in control of their personal environment and putting them in control of their personal data.data.

nightkeymini.com.aunightkeymini.com.au

MIni



Use the built-in camera to scan 
any ID in seconds, reducing wait 
times to get inside

PUT A TRUSTED SOLUTION 
IN YOUR TEAM’S HANDS

MAKE 

EVERY 

NIGHT 

A GOOD 

NIGHT OUT

SIMPLE

SMART
Get customer contact details 
at the same time—for contact 
tracing and future marketing 

SAFE
Create a fun, welcoming 
environment by flagging and 
preventing bad behaviour

SCALABLE AND COST 
EFFECTIVE

PUT CUSTOMERS IN CONTROL 
OF THEIR DATA

SAVE TIME AND GET TO 
KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS

KEEP YOUR VENUE SAFE AND 
CUSTOMERS COMING BACK

A BETTER WAY 
TO CHECK ID

Scan any domestic driver’s license, government 
issued ID, or global passport instantly—saving 
your team and your customers precious time. 

Trust is vital to earning loyalty. Unlike other 
identity management systems, we never sell 
your customers’ information and anyone who 
hasn’t been banned can remove themselves.

Developed by industry veterans to keep out 
troublemakers and remain compliant, NightKey 
Mini removes the need for paper-based or QR code 
systems that let people provide false details and 
misuse personal data.

Identify the people involved in a security incident 
and make sure they’re not allowed in again, so 
the rest of the crowd feels safe.  
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COVID-19 COMPLIANT

NightKey Mini makes contact tracing easy. Keep 
track of who’s been in your facility and when. 
Notify impacted customers instantly if a health 
issues arises, and keep a clean audit trail for 
government agencies. 

READY TO GET 
STARTED?

To learn more or place an order, get in touch today for immediate dispatch at

With a low price point, fast delivery, and setup in 
just minutes, you can meet your needs today with 
room to grow tomorrow by scaling to the full size 
Nightkey in the future.


